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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

 

1)Why is BIBLES FOR AFRICA AND BEYOND a more urgent project for the world 

church to consider doing right now?  

Answer: BIBLES FOR AFRICA AND BEYOND are urgently needed because 70 percent of the 

people infected with AIDS live in the African countries. With a life expectancy average of 46 

years, many of these people will go to their graves without knowing Christ unless they are reached 

with the truth of God’s Word—and quickly! People will go three days without food in order to 

save enough money to buy a Bible. Urgent? Yes!  

 

2) How much does a new Bible cost and how many people will have access to it?  

Answer: By God’s grace, Remnant has been able to keep the price amazingly for Bibles—at just 

$3 each. That means for every $15 you give, five Bibles will be shipped. And better yet, through 

sharing, up to 20 people will be blessed by a single Bible—meaning 100 people will hear about 

Jesus! Imagine what $50, $175, or even $1,000 could do! A donation of $1,500 will buy 500 

BIBLES, which has the potential of reaching 10,000 souls with the Word of Life. 

  

3) Which Bible version are we sponsoring to send?  

Answer: Remnant Publications’ newest Bible is a King James Version Bible with a Bible Topical 

Study Series in the appendix. Thus far we have sent the Bibles to Africa in English. We are 

currently working on the Portuguese for Mozambique. English is one of the primary languages that 

many read and speak in much of Southern Africa. The Spanish version is used in Cuba, Mexico, 

and South America.  

 

4) Is there a special version of Bible that you want us to collect for the project?  

Answer: We hope that most people will prefer to sponsor the new Bibles published by Remnant 

Publications. But regarding used Bibles, we are only sending Bibles that are in good to very good 

condition. We do not have any facility to repair damaged or old Bibles, so save the postage and do 

not send those. A personal note on the inside of each Bible is appreciated, but please do not 

include your address. Marked or highlighted Bibles are great. Please do not buy dollar-store 

Bibles. Often they are printed on newsprint and the type is usually too small. We are told they 

wear out very quickly. At this time we are also requesting full Bibles only and no "New 

Testament" editions.  

 

5) To what address do we send the Bibles?  
Answer: Please ship to: Bibles for Africa  

                                        c/o Remnant Publications 

                                        649 E. Chicago Rd. 

                                        Coldwater, MI   49036 

 

6) Who pays the postage for the Bibles to get to Remnant Publications?  

Answer: The group that collects the Bibles is responsible for paying the postage to Remnant 

Publications.  

 

7) What is the least expensive way to get the Bibles to Michigan? 

 Answer: Media Mail through the US Post Office is the least expensive.  
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8) I already know that I want to do the project. What should I do?  

Answer: CALL us at 1-800-423-1319 or E-mail us at Bibles@remnantmail.com when you make 

the decision to do the project, and we will send you any up-to-date information on the project as 

well as Donation Envelopes. Then visit and review the information on the Website 

www.YourBibleSaves.com where you will find valuable resources such as:  
o bulletin inserts 

o press releases for local newspapers & newsletters  

o a place to donate online 

 

9) How do I return the monetary donations to BIBLES FOR AFRICA AND BEYOND?  

Answer: Simply follow these steps: 1) ask the people to put both names and addresses on the 

envelopes   2) collect the donation envelopes   3) mail them in the large envelope at the Post 

Office. We will send the tax receipts back to the individuals so please make certain that we have 

names, mailing addresses, and donation amounts for each donor. 

 

10) If I collect cash, may I or my church treasurer make out a check to cover the cash and 

send that? 

Answer: Yes, you may. But please send in the donation envelopes with names and addresses for 

each of the donors so that we can send out tax receipts and thank-you letters.  
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